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Can journalism be automated, taking place with little or
no direct human control? At the moment, no – not across
all its modes and methods. The need to break tasks down
into regular, repeatable routines – as authors of automation’s algorithms must do – and machine learning’s
reliance on ‘training data’ from past exempla, set limitations on the scope for automation in the complex, creative, and above all contemporaneous task that is journalism. These limitations have not, however, prevented
automation encroaching on some of the tasks that journalists perform, including the identification of story
leads1, the verification of information2, the creation of
news texts3, and decisions about which stories to publish to whom and with what priority4.
On the one hand, automation in journalism fulfils very
real demands and provides opportunities for European enterprise. On the other, we need to consider the demands and decisions made by the automated systems
that are emerging.
Finding and Filtering Newsworthy Nuggets
Journalists have, for some time, voiced demand for tools
that can help find and filter newsworthy nuggets from
the ever-expanding universe of information and that
can provide guidance on the credibility of content and
contributors. In this area, many of the tools are American in origin5 , and some – such as Dataminr6 – have
links with US security and intelligence7. As journalists
begin to rely more on
News audiences have little
such tools to augment
time for, or interest in, actively
their ‘nose for news’,
managing the parameters
questions arise about the
of personalisation.
dependence that exists
on external and opaque
systems that act as gatekeepers – about the decisions
those systems make about what comes down the wire
and their appraisal of its trustworthiness.
The creation of news texts is also being automated, using data-driven natural language generation (NLG) and
artificial intelligence. The short and relatively simple
texts produced are, early research suggests8, barely distinguishable from human-made equivalents. Such advances in journalistic productivity have, some say, the
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potential to buttress journalism’s shaky finances and
even free up resources for investigative journalism.
This ‘robot writing’ has also started to turn data of public interest into digestible local news stories at a scale
impossible to achieve with human resources alone9.
However, this technology also has the potential to cut
traditional news outlets out of the picture, for example
allowing data providers like sports federations to publish directly to fans. This is already starting to happen10,
further unbundling the news product with consequences for the sustainability of the public affairs journalism
traditionally cross-subsidised by more popular news
products, like sport.
Sorting the Signal from the Noise
Whilst robot writing’s ability to provide people with
narratives based on hard-to-interpret local data may
be useful, there are broader questions about the consequences of the increase in news items that will inevitably result.
With more and more information, who, or what, will
sort the signal from the noise, and how? Automation
may help consumers find the news that they want, although such news personalisation is more likely to be
applied on their behalf than at their command11. News
audiences have little time for, or interest in, actively
managing the parameters of personalisation, rather allowing other entities to second-guess their preferences.
In the absence of citizens’ active involvement in how the
parameters of personalisation evolve, it is incumbent on
politicians, publishers, and platforms to ensure users’
data are respected and that news that is personalised
by algorithms balances relevance and diversity, providing not just what is of interest to individual members
of the public but also what is in the public interest for
all to know.
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“Algorithms and AI are developing a nose for story
leads as well as competence in journalistic writing
and editing. In the coming age of automation, we must
ensure that journalism can continue to serve the public sustainably, transparently, and accountably.”
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